
Space Technology  
Accelerator:  
new ideas for life on Earth 
Commercialising the wonders of space

Expleo is working with our partners 
in the space sector to engineer the 
next era of space technology, with 
a focus on satellite design, space 
data management and next-gen 
industrial processes and ground 
systems equipment.

Expleo’s Space Technology Accelerator identifies 
downstream opportunities to cross-fertilise innovation 
into the other sectors in which we operate. Our 
dedicated team experiments rapidly at a small scale 
to prove how concepts and technologies fit within 
industrial use cases. Successful projects will ultimately 
scale up into commercial contracts that benefit 
humanity around the world.  
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Do you have a business demand that might benefit from space technology?  
Or even have a new concept, inspired by space technology, which needs funding? 

Get in touch today to find out  
how we can help. 

Think bold, act reliable
expleo.com

Engineering the next space era
From satellite design to space data management, 
through next-gen ground systems equipment, 
Expleo develops and tests new products and 
services that are scalable, smarter and more 
sustainable. With our partners, we bring the 
wonders of space to the world, connecting the 
possibilities of space with life on Earth.

Expleo can help you across the lifecycle:
 y Satellite payload and satellite application
 y Launching activities
 y Enabling complex system interoperability

Our work so far… 
Fast-track innovation in space
Bringing together a team of engineers driven by space  
ventures was key to building Expleo’s newSpace capability. 
Expleo developed a team capable of handling a nanosatellite 
payload design and production. Now being familiar with 
traditional space standards as well as newSpace philosophy, 
we are now targeting timescales of months from idea to 
launch of payloads.

The idea behind these developments and key partnerships is to provide  
enhanced benefits to our customers when delivering our expertise in  
engineering services throughout industries. Having customers in many  
different fields allows our engineers to have cross-fertilisation at the center of  
our processes. For instance, we use our knowledge on industrialisation in the  
automotive and manufacturing sectors to provide a relevant approach towards  
a newSpace Agile Factory that will speed up the access to space. 
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